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VISUAL MATERIAIS AS TOOIS
IN THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY
In recent years the program of reorganization in education has
brought to the fore the question of the value end utility of a con-
siderable amount of the instructional material that has found a
place in the traditional school curriculum.
Many schools, both public and private, have a new conception of
how education takes place. No longer do they consider it defensible’
for children to spend their school days sitting still, listening to
the teacher, memorizing lessons and reciting them. Everywhere schools
are coming to realize that many of the hours spent on drill unrelated
to its purposeful use results in wasted time, in confusion, in dis-
taste, and give little guarantee that information and skills thus ob-
tained will function in real life , Dissatisfaction with the inade-
quate results of formal education has led many people to experiment
with ways of putting new ideas into effect
.
The Statement of the Problem
Like other subjects, geography has felt the rejuvenating influ-
ence of modem points of view in education. It was charged that the
subject in the past had merely meant drilling the children in factual
material. How to change the teaching of geography, which by its very
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nature is a subject with a wealth of factual knowledge to be clearly
understood, was the situation faced by geography teachers
. The prob-
lem was one of keeping to a minimum the memorization of naiaes of in-
numerable countries, boundaries, products, etc., and attempting the
greater task of emphasizing, through the study of geography, the more
vital relation between man and his environment, in order to do this
the pupil must be given a background sufficiently broad in scope and
rich in depth to make such a teaching program possible.
To gain the desired ends geographers felt that neve verbal teach-
ing would have to be supplemented by some other teaching aids to the
end that, at the conclusion of his work in geography, the child would
have amassed not a maze of facts and figures with little or no social
value, but rather an enrichment and development of the pupil’s mind
by experiences out of which would come a broader and deeper under-
standing of his world environment.
Vhy the Problem Is Important
To furnish this fund of experience, to make geography real and
alive has been one of the teacher’s greatest difficulties.
”Too often the child learns the words asked to study but
fails to acquire the real experience which those words are
supposed to impart. Too great a gap has been left for the
child to bridge over by the use of his imagination with the
result that he has failed to bridge it correctly. There is
a constant danger of ’shooting over the pupils’ heads’ by
taking for granted a fund of experience or background which
in reality it is the geography teacher’s task to supply.
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One way to correct this tendency to abstractness and unreal-
ity is to make extensive use of visual methods of teaching.'*^
Here then is the true purpose of this study, that of gathering
for the classroom teacher some visual materials of use in the teach-
ing of geography. In the foregoing paragraphs the writer has pointed
out the necessity of assisting the child’s imagination to form con-
cepts of those facts in geography which cannot be seen and studied
at first hand. "To bring before the class adequate and suitable il-
lustrative material," says Holtz,
is as much a duty of the teacher as 'reading up' on the
lesson. The amount and character of the material for vis-
ualizing the lesson may be taUcen as an index of the teach-
er's earnestness suid ingenuity and even his appreciation
of the subject.^
It is not the purpose nor intent of the writer to attempt to
minimize the value of the teacher in the study of geography by the
substitution of visual aids. However, it is generally accepted that'
skillful use of visual material as a supplement to the textbook and
verbal teaching can be of great benefit to both teacher and pupil.
It will be readily granted that planning the amount of visual mate-
rial to be used rests with the teacher. Not only the amount but also
1 Crawford, Claude C. euid Lois P. McDonald, Modem Methods in Teach-
ing Geography . Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1929, p. 65 .
2 Holtz, Frederick L., Principles and Methods of Teaching Geography .
New York: The MacMillan Co., 1927, p. 60.
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the type and time of presentation must he left to the discretion of
the teacher. No one can set a given time in advance for the use of
visual material and expect it to he of great value
. No one hut the
instructor is able to decide the appropriate time and place for the
insertion of these visual aids ,
Statement of the Organization of the Paper
In order to Illustrate how visual materials may he used in a
course in geography, the writer, for the purpose of this paper, has
adopted the outline of a course of study in the seventh grade , The
outline is one formulated hy the University of the State of New York
for the State Board of Education school system in 1950 .5
Scope and Limitation
There is a tendency today to limit the term Visual Materials to
slides, stereographs, film rolls and films, prohahly because they are
the newcomers in the field of visual education and more widely publi-
cized, The writer wishes to state at the outset that he will hot at-
tempt to touch upon the use of these materials , Rather it will he the
purpose of this paper to bring to the attention of the classroom tea-
cher materials and objects usually on hand or easily and cheaply ob-
tainable with which he may aid students to more easily form concepts
5 Appendix 1,
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5and retain knowledge gained. It Is hoped that this work will be of
value to geography teachers Interested In improving instruction and
motivating the study of geography.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF VISUAL EDUCATION
Visual Education is not a separate subject. It permeates all in-
struction and is vital to effective learning in every subject of the
curriculum. Visual Education in a school subject consists of the use
of any picture, model, object or device which provides concrete visual
experience to the learner for the purpose of: (l) Introducing, build-
ing up, enriching, or clarifying abstract concepts, (2) developing de-
sirable attitudes, and (5) stimulating further activity on the part of
the learner.^
The supplementing of verbal teaching and learning by what has
come to be known in modem education as visual aids, is not a new mode
of teaching nor is it a modern technique new to education. It had its
beginnings back in the days before man made use of the written word to
communicate ideas. The earliest records that we have of life in pre-
historic days were crude picture records. Ancient caves contained
drawings and paintings of early animals. Cavemen used pictures both
to warn and to Inform. Paleolithic man had a picture language of
stone. The transition from picture writing to the ancient form of our
2
alphabet was made by the Egyptians through the use of hieroglyphics.
1 Hoban, Charles F., Charles F. Hoban, Jr., and Samuel B. Zisman, Visual-
izing the Curriculum . New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 1937# P* 9
2 Visual Education & the School Journey. Monograph. Harrisburg, (Pa.):
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Visual instruction as a movement came into being as the result
of a revolt against formalism and verbalism; The old type school
placed emphasis "on the reading of words rather than the extension of
the range of concrete experience The names given to the newcomers
were the Realists and the Naturalists
.
In the seventeenth century Comenius (1592-1671), who was the
leader of the Realists, published his book Qrbus Rictus
. It was the
first textbook to make use of illustrations to visualize subject mat-
ter,^ Comenius felt that the children were learning words without a
sense of their meaning and he believed that by showing pictures or
using the objects themselves the words or ideas could be made more
meanliigful to the child.
Rousseau (1712-1778) and Pestalozzi (1714-6-1827) were the fathers
of the Naturalist School and they felt that the child could bo pre-
pared for life only by actually living life and carrying on life activ-
ities during the learning period .5 Froebel (I782-I852) stressed in-
struction through sight and touch and made the use of sensory materials
an outstanding element in his famous kindergarten. The making of the
3 McCabe, Jane Andrews, "Visual Instruction in the Teaching of Junior
High School History." Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, 1935, P. 3
.
4 Visual Education and the School Journey
, p . 5
.
^5 Johnson, V. H., Fundamentals in Visual Instruction . Chicago, The
Educational Screen, Inc., 1927, P. 10.
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first psnnanent photograph in the nineteenth century was an invention
that proved of vital consequence to visual Instruction. In the twenti-
eth century, John Dewey emphasized the idea of making the school more
than a preparation for life. He said that school was life and that
there should be actual living.^ It has been said that this is a visual
age. There is little doubt that with the advent of the camera, new vie-
tas of life unknown before our time have come to be commonplace today.
WHY VISUAL INSTRUCTION?
Realizing that sensory experience is the foundation for funda-
mental notions in educational work, educators have sought to eliminate
from the American schools the tendencies toward verbalism which exist
even today. In verbalization the teacher’s mode of approach in aiding
the child to learn is limited to a single faculty — that of speech.
Words of necessity operate within the boundaries of the pupil’s experi-
ence
. To move far from this base of supply is to court "intellectual
disaster." The pupil’s world is personal and in the great majority of
cases, narrowly confined to the phenomena of his immediate locality.
The more limited and specialized the resources of this Immediate en-
*
vironment, the more necessary it is to supplement these resources by
every possible means
6 Ibid p. 6
.
7 Horn, Ernest, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies . New
York, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1957, P. 359.
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I
Verbalism constitutes a major weakness because children learn
words without a true sense of their meaning. To the child, the word
is merely a symbol. No mental image or significance, so far as mean-
ing is concerned, is had by him. This is illustrated in the results
of some tests recently conducted in Junior High Schools in the Middle
West
.
"The subjects treated in the test have been studied two years
previously and repeated each succeeding year. In spite of
this, the results disclosed a less than fifty per cent know-
ledge of the italicized words in sentences such as the fol-
lowing:
Ohio leads in the production of pottery .
Cutlery is made in Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Slaughtering la a leading industry of the Middle West
The 1927 Education Congress made an approach toward correcting
j
verbalism and other teaching weaknesses through the following four sug-
j
gestlons for the improvement of instruction:
I
1. Teachers mist be certain that children have ideas corre-
I s ponding to the words they use
.
2 . There must be a closer connection between school work and
commmity or social life .
5 . In developing thoroughness, children should be made masters
j
of a few things
.
4. Initiative and originality should be developed in children
to the fullest extent
.
8 The Object -Specimen-Model as a Visual and Other Sensory Aids and A
Blackboard Technique . Monograph. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction, 1929> p. 5.
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The word to the child is merely a symbol. There is no mental
image or background unless the child has had the experience of seeing
or feeling the object to which the word applies. In order that the
pupils shall know things and not merely the names of things, other
means must be used to supplement verbal teaching. Here then is the
reason for visual education: to enrich the experience of the learner
so that his powers of comprehension will be greater and hie instruc-
tion more meaningful. The solution of the problem of verbalism lies
in the Introduction of concrete teaching materials as the basis of ex
perience, out of which may develop the meaningful generalizations and
insights which are objectives of effective teaching
Effective teaching results in positive outcomes; but it requires
that teachers have and use such proper details and materials as will
develop the spirit or action desired. We mst remeniber that children
are more interested in and learn more from the realistic and concrete
rather than the abstract and symbolic. Hoban tells us "the age old
dictum -- the concrete precedes the abstract -- has been so readily
accepted as obvious that its full significance and its full applica-
tion to learning situations have been almost universally overlooked
in school situations If the abstract is to be made more meaning-
I
ful for the child he must first be presented with the concrete before
he can be expected to completely understand the abstract.
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The idea presented hy Hohan of preceding the abstract with the con-
crete, holds sway at any school level. It is safe to a»3sume, however,
that the lower the grade the more use must be made of this "age old dic-
tum," in order that the child may have a good idea of what we are talk-
ing about.
In the elementary grades much of the learning comes about by direct
experience such as witnessing events taking place, handling concrete ob-
jects, observing events enacted in drama, or by simple vicarious experi-
ence. At the jiuiior high school level vicarious experiences become more
complex and in order to make these experiences more meaningful and stimu-
lating, much more emphasis must be placed on such aids as maps, diagraifis,
graphs, photographs, and similar representations of objects, facts and
relationships . 12
If this mode of instruction is overlooked, the problem of accom-
plishing the transition from the direct learning method of the elemen-
tary grades to the more abstract levels of the higher grades cannot be
readily made. 13 Concomitant with the bridging of the gap between the
elementary grade teaching technique and that of secondary schools these
vicarious experiences are serving to establish a reservoir from which
the pupil may draw ideas in order to render more meaningful to
12 Burton, William Henry, The Guidance of Learning Activities
.
New York,
D. Appleton-Century Co., 19^4, p. Jo.
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himself ahstractions with which he may later come in contact.
Assuming that vicarious experiences play an Important role in
education, what medium may be used to develop this mode of learning?
According to the Thirteenth Yearbook of the National Education Associ-
ation, the eye apparently "is the sense organ through which man learns
most quickly and easily. "
"Through it, aided by the telescope, the remotest material
things are brought into consciousness. The microscope re-
veals the tiniest things of the universe known to mankind.
The eye is the essential gateway thirough which this instru-
ment brings the impressions to the mind. Concepts of in-
termediate things are largely brought to the mind through
sight
.
"Visual appeals by presenting objects, models, charts,
photographs, steracgraphs, lantern elides, and motion pic-
tures furnish the pupils with impressions for which lan-
guage is merely a symbol. Whether we consider language in
connection with literature, history, geography, or science,
the foundation consists of sense Impressions. Without nu-
merous first hand Impressions words are practically mean-
ingless; hence the difficulty which pupils have in under-
standing the printed page
.
"Visual instruction provides the concrete element for
fundamental notions in education work. The great field so
essential for good school work is that of training the pow-
ers of observation and developing the ability of interpret-
ing correctly. To lead children literally 'to see things'
and to trace the relationship between cause and effects are
two of the great basic ideas we should not forget.
.
In direct opposition to the ideas as expressed In the Thirteenth
Yearbook, many teachers are of the opinion that the most economical
1^ Hays, Dudley Grant, "The New Deal and Visual Aids." Aids to Teach-
ing in the Elementary School . Thirteenth Yearbook, National Edu-
cation Association, Bulletin of the Department of Elementary
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method of presentation is that of lecturing and assigning lessons in a
textbook. This means verbal transfer. However, mere verbalization with
its attendant vagueness and misconceptions is, in the opinion of Weber,
far from being time-saving. ’While words are economical in the exchange
of common ideas --in discussion and reviews -- they will not always do
in presenting new facts or developing new concepts. The most economical
method of presentation here is to provide sense experience. This in-
sures direct, unentangled, q.ulckly and securely-made bonds. ”15
In order to determine how visual aids could be used in the interest
of economy of time and effort of learning, reference may be made to a
survey conducted by the Berkeley, California, Public Schools. For a
period of two years a committee of teachers and principals in the
Berkeley Schools studied the question of how to use visual aids in the
interest of economy of time and effort in learning
.
Some of the con-
clusions drawn from the study Indicated that visual materials are of
value in stimulating thinking, in clarifying the factors involved in the
solution of a problem, and in rendering more thorough the mastery at-
tained
.
It is admitted quite readily that visiml aide in themselves con-
15 Weber, Joseph J., Comparative Effectiveness of Some Visual Aids in
Seventh Grade Instruction
.
Pu'bllsVeA l)octor’s ^besls. Chicago,






16 Wilson, Harry Bruce, George C. Kyte and Herbert G. Lull, Modern
Methods in Teaching
.
New York, Silver Burdett 5: Co., 192¥, p. 25I.
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stitute no royal road to learning
.
It must be borne in mind at all
times that it is quite impossible and undesirable to set aside or to
eliminate the need for actual work on the part of the child. Not only
vill the use of such materials not eliminate work but it will not set
aside the proper and sensible use of texts and libraries , It is main-
tained, however, that through the more widespread and proper use of
visual materials there will be provided a stimulus to go to textbooks
and library sources of Information for such help as visual materials
themselves cannot give
The great problem in instnictlon, as has been pointed out, is to
supply the particular experience that will make Instruction meaning-
ful. It has been shown that verbalization does not tend to make in-
struction meaningful . By the same token, it is admitted that the mere
use of concrete materials, such as objects, specimens and models for
instructional purposes is not enough. There must be some preparation
in advance, by the teacher, in the organization of the material. The
stage must be set for the development of pupil activity. There is
adequate compensation for the labor. Students do more real work and
more real thinking. They are "alive, alert, active agents in the ed-
ucatlonal process
17 Ibid., p. 255.
18 ^*The Object-Specimen-Model /'* p , 13 .
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EFFECTIVE USE OF VISUAL MATERIAIS
The effectivenesB of a teaching aid depends in large measure upon
how the aid is utilized by the teacher, In order to insure maximum
results from the use of visual materials, there must be (1) a careful
preparation of the class by the teacher before visual aids are used in
order that genuine Interest may be aroused. Very little good will be
derived from a situation in which only casual reference is made to a
"few pictures (2) The pupils must be made to understand thoroughly
that the visual materials presented afford the means of meeting their
felt needs , They must be made to feel that these aids constitute more
than a different mode of instruction. Eeasons must be given by the
teacher as to why the particular aid is used. (5) The pupil’s inter-
ests and efforts growing out of the exposure to the visual aids must
be transferred into activities which provide adequately for the review
of the materials and the new uses to which they are to be applied, ^
Visual materials can be effectively used in most learning pro-
cesses
.
However, the more important uses that can be made of them are;
as a means of introducing new subject matter; as a preparation of as-
signed work in the execution of a project; to solve some problem, ex-
plain some difficulty, or enrich some phase of the lesson; and as a
19 Bint, Maurice P., "Visual and Other Aids." The Social Studies ,
V
. 56, May, 191^5 . p . 224 .
20 Wilson, Kyte and Lull, op, cit
., p. 255.
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means for reviewing a series of lessons or experiences in a concrete,
connected way.21 They may also serve the purpose of visualizing fac-
tual conditions, providing an approach to prohlems, stimvilating imagi-
nation, and giving material for a center of activity. 22
Educators today are realizing that sensory experiences are the
foundations of good learning activity. In their attempts to eliminate,
from the education scene, the inherent weaknesses of a curriculimi "based
on verbalization, they have been scrutinizing the use of visml and
other sensory aids in the school systems. Rapid progress has "been made
in the use of visual material in the past twenty-five years and the
movement has resulted in the discovery of new and more economical means
of enriching and vitalizing Instruction for the pupil.
"Visual education is not a separate course of study. It should be
a part of every Bu"bject, and is vital to effective learning in any cux*-
riculum. Present tendencies in curriculum making are to relate the
activities of the pupils to life situations either through the actual
medium of doing or through the means of ylcarious experiences which
will serve to give the pupils a close approach to the situation.




22 Fancier, Della Goode and C. C. Crawford, Teaching the Social Studies
.
Los Angeles, C. C. Crawford, 1952, p. I87.
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to present day instruction and contributing the elements necessary for
the forming of correct initial impressions .
Experiments in education have shown that, used effectively, visual
materials will serve the following purposes:
I . Effect an econoiqy of time in learning
,
II. Enrich and vitalize instruction.
III. Develop correct initial concepts
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VISUAL INSTRUCTION AS APPLIED TO CSDCRAIEY
The early geography texthooks were extremely abstract in nature.
!
For example, the first question in the book might be, '*What is the earth?’*
i
! and the answer following it would be, ’’The earth is a terrestrial ball.”
It was felt that the expense of engraving maps and pictures was too great
to enable their use in the textbooks, so that \;isually there was not even
I a picture showing the earth as a sphere revolving in space. ^ During this
I
early period geography instruction merely meant drilling the children in
factual material. Children glibly stated that ’’the City of New York is on
the Atlantic Ocean and has an excellent harbor,” without an intelligent
idea of the meaning of ocean or harbor. Investigations in other subject
areas serve to substantiate the fact that the mere repeating of words or
2the continual study of them does not constitute a learning process.
Material was usually learned by rote with little or no emphasis placed on
whether or not the child had grasped the meaning. However there probably
was little need to discover the idea or concepts back of these words when
"memory” geography^ was stressed. The child was simply obliged to memo-
rize the words whether they aroused anj^ definite meaning in his mind or
not.




2 The Object-Specimen-Model, p.5
3 Moore, Clyde B. & Lillian A. Wilcox, The Teaching of Geography . New
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Maps, as an integral part of a geography tezthook, did not hecome
common until after l850.^ The appearance of maps in the textbook was the
first important step toward making concrete the child’s ideets concerning
places and spatial relations. Later the inclusion of pictures of people
and objects of different far-away lands helped children tremendously to
imagine things which formerly were presented in a purely abstract way.
The publishing of a geography textbook of vest pocket size and then to
publish a booklet of maps or an atlas as a separate unit was not an un-
5
common practise. Early maps were not too well printed in black and white
and showed few features that are contained on the ordinary map of today.
Pictures were inserted usually at random, with little or no regard for
the subject matter. Later, with newer improvements in the art of printing,
more maps were used and better pictures found their way into the texts.
About 1890 a movement, led by Francis W. Parker, got under way to
study geography in the open and by direct observation of nature. It is
/ apparent that this movement was influenced by Pestalozzi and his emphasis




Crawford & ^iacDonald, op. cit., p.4 '
5 . Crawford & MacDonald, op. cit., p. 5
6. Ibid
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The idea of using visual material as an aid in classroom teaching had




Kirchwen were using the visual approach in teaching geography methods. "Tae
arc of illumination may be represented by a tightly fitting paper cap
covering half of a globe a simple device made in a few moments This
indeed was a giant step forward in the use of visual aids in geography.
In the period shortly after the end of the first world war, a notice-
able change in the teaching of geography had made its appearance. Teach-
ers had come to realize that the emphasis should be placed on the relation
between man and his environment. Geographers began to express the idea
that one of the cardinal objectives of geography was to make ’’purposeful
thlnkeia and successful doers, not to create animated gazetters ."® With
I
the realization of the need for more modem objectives, it was felt by the
teachers that a different method of teaching geography in the school would
have to be employed. Pupils should be given something to think about, in-





The old formal textbook method of teaching and memorization of fig-
ures and names had given the pupil many facts about the world in which he
lived, but now there must be had a richer meaning from the study.
7 Dodge, Richard E. & Clara Barbara Klrchwey, The Teaching of Geography
In Elementary Schools . Chicago, Rand McNally & Co ., 1913^ P. 221*^.
8 Miller, George J., Geography How To Teach It , Bloomington, Illinois,
McKnlght & McKhlght, 193^^ P. 1.
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There would have to be a study of man as he is at home on the ear*th which
is the scene of all his activities
. In order to attain the ends desired
by the teaching of the new geography, the theory that aroused the most in-
terest among the scholars was that advanced by Dor*ris of making use of
realistic experiences. "Students must be led to see, to feel, and to
think deeply regarding such problems. Geography deals with conditions and
relationships that Influence life and therefore appeals to the emotional
as well as to the Intellectual faculties ."9
Going further along these lines the feeling pe insisted that "the more
vivid and real the subject can be made the more appeals to the children
and the better it is understood. To children of the plains, mountains are
hard to realize. And the unlimited view of the plains is just as diffi-
cult to Imagine for children shut up in the narrow mountain valley."^®
The problem determined, the next step to be undertaken was quite
logically the solving of it. Geography instructors, teaching a subject
which by its very nature has a wealth of factual knowledge to be clearly
understood, faced the obstacle of keeping to a minimum the msDiorizing of
names of innumerable countries, state boundaries, resources, products,
etc., and attempt the greater task of emphasizing the more vital relation
between man and his environment. In order to do this, the pupil must be
given a background sufficiently broad in scope and rich in depth to make
such a teaching program possible.
9 Dorris, Anna Verona, Visual Instruction in the Public Schools .
Boston, Ginn & Co
.,
1928, p . 2h'J ,
10 Holtz, op. cit
., p. 60.
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MDdern geography has profited by the loiowledge that psychology has
given to us, that of all types of memory the visual is the strongest in all
children tested in the school. Let us determine, then, how visual in-
struction has aided materially in the attainment of modern geography ob-
jectives.
THE ROLE OF V3BUAL MATERIAI£ IN ATTAINING
SPECIFIC GEJOGEAIBY OBJECTIVES
Geography is a study of man’s place in and his relationship to his
j
environment. It is a study of man as he is at home on the earth which is
the scene of all his activities. Geography is a source by which we may
understand and appreciate the factors which control oiu* daily lives. It is
not a mere collection of meaningless and unrelated facts, figures and
assorted data, and must not be taught as such. On the contrary, it is one
of the most dynamic subjects existing in the present school curriculum.
In order to better understand the various phases of geography and
i
their effect upon man, it is necessary that the pupil experience as closely '
as possible the actual situations that exist in the world. Geography
should furnish a wealth of opportunities to the pupil for obtaining many
rich and varied experiences, by enabling him to come into direct contact
with basic objects, processes and activities.
!
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Through the medium of visual materials, the pupil is furnished with a means
of developing a broader, deeper understanding of what goes on within the
world in which he lives.
Geography should not be confined to mere memorization. The thou^t
processes should be stimulated in this subject as much if not more, than in
any other. It should afford the maximum opportunity for the cultivation of
the imagination and of clear logical thinking. Visual aids provide a
foundation for the building of clear-cut impressions which better enable
the pupil to think clearly, logically and imaginatively.
Another objective of geography is to provide numerous incentives to
awaken worth while interests in a wide variety of fields. Visual mater-
ials play a dual role in the attainment of this objective: 1) they stimu-
late interest in a new area, 2) they furnish the student with the means for
further exploring this area far more than possible otherwise.
One of the more selfish aims of geography is that of creating a per-
manent Interest on the part of the student in the subject. In order to do
this, geography must be more than a "mere tickling of the mind for trans-
ient ends. Through the use of visual aids the degree of retention on
the part of the student is greatly enhanced.
I 13 Holtz, op. cit ., p. 5*
l^i- Crawford & MacDonald, op. cit.
, p. l6.
15 Reeder, Edwin H., Geography for Public School Administrators . New York
Teachers* College, Columbia University, 1931# P» 3*
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A more recent objective in the teaching of geography is the tendency
to lay the emphasis upon casual relationships and principles instead of
definitions and facts. The introduction of problems and exercises which
call for thinking is a noticeable and commendable factor in the newer
geography texts. Visual materials furnish the most economical methods
of the presentation of new facts or the development of new concepts. They |
insure simple, forceful and permanent means of securing these details and
impressions
.
Through geography, the teacher aspires to develop a more sympathetic
|
attitude toward people all over the world. The study of geography allows
for many great, though frequently unrealized, potentialities toward the
development of a spirit of world brotherhood.^'^ This spirit should be
!
fostered if we are to be able to live together in peace and harmony.
Obviously the most satisfactory means of encouraging this spirit is to act-
ually visit in person the area or people under discussion. Just as obvious-
ly this possibility is quite remote, therefore other means must be employ-
ed. The value of visual material here is apparent as a substitute for per-
sonal first hand observation.
Through geography it is possible to build up a reservoir of information
and experience which will furnish the foimdation for a comprehensive and
rational perspective toward literature, history, economics, science,
citizenship, and almost all other subjects.
16. Crawford & MacDonald, op. cit.,p. 2.
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visual instruction aids in the estahlishment of a fund of knowledge
through vicarious experiences from which the pupil may draw ideas which
will enable him to tetter understand and appreciate problems that he may
meet in other areas of study.
Geography aims at developing understanding and appreciation of
our dally lives, the frequent geographical allusions in our daily reading,
and in our dally activities. Current events are meaningless in as far as
we lack knowledge concerning the places of their occurrence or of the geo-
graphical conditions affecting them. ^5* gy means of visual material a more
rapid and thorough understanding of the geographical allusions with which
we come in contact daily can be had.
As a final practical aim of geography, mention should be made of the
development of skill in using geography texts, apparatus, models, diagrams,
maps, charts, and tables "in after school days, in the pursuit of further
geographical studies, or in occasional need for interpreting these data in
general reading. "20 Through the daily use in the classroom of visual aids
practice is obtained in the handling of apparatus and the interpretation
of diagrams, maps, charts, and tables. This practice facilitates the use
of such material and makes the information obtained more meaningful to the
individual.
The importance to teachers of the data presented here is evident, for
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' The map is hy far the most important of all the major visual in-
struments in geography. Maps have a curious fascination for students of
all ages, vdiich is due in part to the fact that all geographical know-
ledge ever gained is represented on maps. Maps and geography are insep-
arable. To some the two words are synonymous, but this conception is in
error. Maps are only one of the many instruments which pupils should be
able to put to use in order to gain a fuller understanding of fundamental
relationships between human activities and natural environment.^
A map is a condensed record of volumes of geographic knowledge.
Almost anything concerning a region may be shown on a map-form, size,
location, direction, topography, transportation lines, vegetation,
animal life, industries, density of population, etc. Lines, charac-
2
ters, signs, shadings and colors are used as symbols. With the sole
exception of the globe, a map most closely represents distant regions.
There is no single logical basis for classification of maps.
With respect to the purpose for which they are made, maps may be ar-
ranged according to the data which they represent. With respect to
1 Eisen, Edna E., "Maps and Graphs as Tools in Teaching.” School
Science and Mathematics
,
v. 32, March, 1932, p. 302
2 Thralls, Zoe A. and E. H. Reeder, Geography in the Elementary
School . Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.7 1924, p. 384
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the manner in which they are presented,, they may he listed as hlackhoard,
textbook, atlas, globe, wall, or original maps.^
To exhibit, to refer to, or to point at a map is not to teach from
it. Mcst certainly maps are not self-teaching. A map is a highly con-
ventionalized, complex piece of symbolism and may be lised in that li^t
alone. The symbols by which a map may be imderstood are often as diffi-
cult to understand as a foreign language. Pupils therefore should,
through study, be trained in the use and interpretation of cartographic
symbols
Benner suggests that a good map needs three basic features: (l)
good visibility, (2) simplicity, (5) usefulness of content or data. He
further warns that maps must not be too small; that wall maps should
not have insets or small maps on their margin; that legends should be
legible; that color schemes should be well chosen; that a map should
not attempt to portray too much and that they should be graded according
to age level.
5
Thral]5 lists the following four principle uses for maps;
3 Wesley, Edgar Bruce, Teaching the Social Studies. Boston, D. C. Heath
& Co., 19^2, p. 552.
^ Benner, George T., "The Map as an Educational Instrument." Social Edu-
cation
,
V. 4, November, 19^0, p. if8l.'
5 Benner, "Educational Bevision of Wall Maps," Journal of Geography ,
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"(1) In the motivation or raising of a problem.
(2) In the assimilation or problem solving stage,
(3) III the suumoarizing and application stage.
(4) In testing.'*^
Maps and globes, like pictures, should not be used as such, but
should be utilized and interpreted as the need arises to complete an
experience or to meet a need which arises during the progress of a
lesson. After the need or condition has arisen, either through read-
ing or through viewing a picture, the map symbols become full of mean
ing because the student associates them with a reality he has already
encountered J
In summing up suggestions for the use of maps in geography teach
ing, Renner sets forth the following ten classroom rules:
”(1) Don’t Just refer to a map — teach it.




See that no lesson goes by without your using at least one
map,
(U) Where two maps or more are used, investigate the possi-
bilities of comparison and correlation of their data in order
to facilitate comparative and associative learning.
(5) Don’t Just use the map as a device for starting the les-
son ,
(6) Study possible ways of relating more and more of what
you teach, or of what the group discusses to a map or maps
.
Learn how to make more and more of your questions answerable
from maps ,
(7) Strive to master the educational psychology of the map
both subjectively and experimentally.
6 Thralls, Zoe A,, "The Use of Maps in Geographic Instruction."
Journal of National Education Association, v. 21, December, 1952
pTw:
7 Dorris, op. cit., p. 126.
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(8) Don’t become discouraged , . .
(9) Strive to build up a complete library of maps for your
class.
. ,
(10) Do not be content with the maps which you have. Keep
on the alert to get better and different ones
8 Renner, ”The Map as an Educational Instrument.” p. U82 .
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USE OF GLOBES
A gloLe is a simple but excellent means of furnishing the pupil
with a concrete image of the shape of the world in which he lives , It
is a combination model and map. It simplifies the mysteriee of the
world. No device is more helpful in expanding one's conception of the
earth than the globe
.
Too frequently the globe is regarded as being a useful thing only
to the prlmaiy grades; but the alert teacher will frequently discover
pupils in secondary schools who will profit from a detailed examination
and study of a globe
. It is doubtful if one ever reaches the point
wherein a globe falls to stinulate the Imagination or formulate and
solidify ideas
,
The full meaning of a map can be realized by children only after
repeated use has been made of a globe and only by repeated use of a
globe can the wrong Impressions garnered from the exclusive use of
flat maps be avoided or dispelled,^ It should precede the use of the
wall or textbook map and should be constantly in use as a supplement
to these aids.
1 Eldrige, Albert G., ’’Maps and I4ap Standards,” The Teaching of
Geography
.
Thirty-second Yearbook, Ifetional Society for the
Study of Education, Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Pub-
lishing Co., 1933, P. ^05.
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The use of the globe is imperative vhen the facts of mathematical
geography such as rotation and revolution are presented to the pupil.
A skillful teacher with a globe, a flashlight or a lantern, and the
required knowledge and teaching ability, can demonstrate the effects
of these principles of mathematical geography much more clearly than
can be done otherwise
,
Although a globe cannot successfully vie with flat maps, insofar
as certain maps are concerned, it has many advantages over the flat
maps, in showing, without distortion, the true shape, size, and posi-
tion of the earth’s major surface features.
^ n
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USE OF THE SAND TABLE
The sand table has long been used in elementary geography as a de-
vice for stimulating interest , However, it also can be of use in the
upper grades because it provides ample opportunity for creative expres-
sion and handiwork.
Molding sand, which can be procured at an iron foundry at little
cost, is better than ordinary sand for this purpose. Molding sand re-
sembles ordinary sand and can be ml*ed with water and molded like sand,
but on hardening it can retain its fonn for an indefinite period, where-
as ordinary sand soon crumbles and the model disintegrates .
Among suggestions for the effective use of the sand table are"
"(1) Have the sand table product a result of a class activity,
not the individualized work of a few Interested pupils.
(2) Have the sand table product grow as the classroom work
progresses
.
(5) Use it as a teaching device as well as for the purpose
of drill and summary.
(^4-) When its usefulness has been exhausted destroy it."^
1 Moore and Wilcox, op. cit., p. 190
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USE OF MODELS
Next to seeing the real thing, a model, a perfect miniature repre-
sentation, is probably the most educative visual aid. The model holds
an enviable place in the modem educational program. One of the most
effective means of learning is by doing. It is felt that a child knows
more about the life and customs of a people after he has actually built
models portraying their homes and activities
. It is also felt that in
developing the project, mich more careful and detailed study and re-
search is undergone on the part of the student than if soms other method
of study were used.^
Models are a most effective means of securing conceptions of sur-
face features
. Printed descriptions lose force when read by children
and taken at face value. Even if geographies contain good relief maps,
construction of a model will prove to be of great value .
Models are always available, last indefinitely and with the sole
exception of size furnish exceptionately accurate impressions. The con-
struction of a few simple models will always prove a profitable under-
taking; but construction and appreciation do not go hand in hand. Care
must be taken not to overemphasize the construction of the model for
constructions* sake, but throughout the process of making models fre-
1 Dorris, op. cit., p. 87.
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A picture, as we commonly understand the word, is a representation
of some ’thing* or ’group of things,’ The true value of a picture is
determined hy the force and clarity with which it portrays something
,
This ’something’ however remote, can he brought before the leamer
through the medium of pictures in a manner easily understood.^ The use
of pictures is one of the most economical means for conveying ideas
.
It
economizes both time and effort. Pictures not only clarify ideas, they
also help to correct wrong in^resslons of these ideas. This is particu-
larly true in geography. The pupil may read a vivid description of the
great iron mines of Minnesota, but unless he is able to see the activity
first hand or by means of pictures be furnished the experience vicarl-
ously, he is unable to form a clear cut idea of this activity.'^
Good pictures more than any other type of geographic subject matter
allow man and his activities to assume a place of Importance in the mind
of the child. They also offer much attention to detail so often under-
played or even entirely overlooked in textual material for lack of space.
These two considerations alone should give pictures a niche of large im-
portance in the study of geography.^ Pictures contribute to meaning and
1 Abrams, Alfred A., "Visual Instruction in Teaching Geography," Jour-
nal of Geography
,
v. 50, p. 1^^5, April, 1931.
2 Thralls and Eeeder, op. cit
., p. 395.
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80 conibat verbalism; they give a sense of reality; they arouse and sus-
tain both interest and effort; they stimulate the imagination and aid
retention.^ The ever-increasing use of pictorial materials in textbooks
suggests a growing conviction that we should endeavor to supplement the
verbal abstractions in learning with reality .5
Since good pictures are a valuable and infallible source of inter-
est to all children, it is surely worth the teacher’s effo2rb to Insure
that this wealth of material does not go unused.^
All teachers should be familiar with the leading sources of pic-
tures for possible use in geography work. Valuable illustrative mater-
ial is to be found in such publications as the National Geographic
-Mag-
azine and the National Geographic News Bulletin . Material can also be
found in the advertising columns of a host of other magazines and pub-
lications; authentic prints and photographs may be obtained from many
commercial houses scattered throughout the country. Additional sources
Include newspapers, libraries, chambers of commerce, railroads, indus-
trial concerns, picture post cards, government publications and snap-
shots taken by menibers of the class
.
In considering what pictures are of value in geographic instruc-
4 Horn, op. clt ., p. ^6o
5 Cordier, R. W., ”Pictures as Aids to Learning in the Social Studies.?
Social Studies
,
v. January, 19^2. p. 18.
6 Hoban, Hoban, , and Zisman, op. cit., p. 15.
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tion, two questions should he asked:
"Does the picture contribute to an understanding of the geographic
relationship which should he developed in this unit?"
"Can I use it so as to bring out these geographic relationships?"^
An ideal picture of hl^ geographic quality should show, according
to Thralls, "A human activity in it's natural setting, on this basis pic
tures fall into three groups:
(1) Those which possess inherent or primary geographic quality
because of the completeness with which they show or suggest
the adjustment of man's activities to the natural landscape.
(2) Those pictures of secondary quality which do not directly
show or suggest such relationships. Such pictures sure:
landscapes with little or no sign of human occupancy. How-
ever, they have value because the atmosphere, is conveyed
even though the geographic phase has to be injected by an-
other picture or by words.
(5) Those concerned primarily with cultural items, such as in-
teriors of factories, street scenes, monuments and the like.
These as a rule have nothing in them to suggest relation-
ship to the natural environment. This does not mean that
all pictures of this class should be discarded. Sometimes
they are very necessary to convey concrete impressions.
Criteria for the selection of good pictures set forth by Horn, pre-
scribe that:
"(1) The picture must be authentic.
(2) Pictures should be relevent to some essential truth that is
to be tau^t.
7 Thralls, Zoe A., "ihe Selection And Use of Pictures," Journal of the
National Education Association, v. 21, p. l8, November, 19^2.
8 Thralls, "The Selection and Use of Pictures," op. cit
., p. l8
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(3) Pictures in their ccanposition, should direct attention to
the most significant facts - rather than to obscure these
facte by giving prcaninance to unimportant details.
(4) The technical quality of pictures should be good. Special
attention should be given to the clear definition of \diat
the picture is to bring out, to good distribution of light
and shade, and to freedom from blemishes.
(5) Pictures should be attractive, interesting, and calculated
to stimulate thought. "9
More specifically, in order to be valuable geographically, a pic
ture should emphasize one or more of the following points;
”(l) Condition of topography
(2) Climatic conditions
(3) Plant or animal life
(4) liatural attractions
(3) Mem's activities, such as means of transportation, methods
of cultivating or harvesting crops, homes, etc.."^^
Ihe manner in which pictures are used for instructional purposes
is logically dependent upon the ends ^ich they serve. In order to use
them most effectively a clear understanding of \diat they can and cannot
do is required. The primary purpose of all pictures is to clothe or
tint the phenomena of social life with reality and to assist the student
in developing concepts that are clear, accurate, and meaningful. All
associated purposes such as contribution to thou^t, interest, and re-
tention, are dependent upon this main endeavor. Therefore, \dienever in-
adequate, foggy or irroneoua ideas of things frustrate imagination, the
use of pictures renders a valuable service.
9 Horn, op. cit ., p. 379
10 Thralls and Eeeder, op. cit
., p. 39^
11 Horn, op. cit
., p. 38I
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1Pictures, as sources of information, should be introduced as the
need arises to clarify the impression vhich the learner has garnered
from the written word. Since the picture is a partial substitute for
seme reality, it should be treated as material for definite study. A-
mong other objectives, pictures should arouse imaginitive thinking on
the part of the pupil and the alert teacher will endeavor to stimulate
the pupil* s powers of observation by skillfully constructed questions
and suggestions.
Many teachers have realized the value of prints and photographs for
many years, and they frequently have mounted or placed on the bulletin
board all manner, size, and means of illustrative materials. They have
not realized, however, that these pictures, like other visual aids, are
not in themselves instructional, that pupils do not always study them,
that pupils do not always see the slgnlficemt features of the picture
and that pictures should not bo selected hapazardedly, but Instead for
definite teaching purposes according to certain specific criteria.
Too frequently, one finds the naive assumption prevalent, that the view-
ing of pictures will achieve every end that any picture potentially serves.
On the contrary, there must be specific provisions for obtaining from
pictures the realities which they depict, as well as the significance of
these realities.
Assuming that the picture has educational value, how can the teach-
er utilize it to the best advantage? Halverson has divided the special
12 Dorris, op. cit
., p.
15 Hoban^Hoban . and Zlsman, op. cit
., p. l4
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use of pictures into two "broad categories, "Reconnaissance use of pic-
tures and detailed intensive use of pictures." In discussing the former
he has made two reccamaendations:
"(a) In introducing material pictures may he made to serve a very
definite purpose.
(h) In diagnostic testing in the middle of a unit of work, pic-
tures may he used to check the concreteness of the understand-
ing which the pupils are gaining. "^5
As detailed Intensive use of pictures he lists the following:
"(a) The detailed use of pictures in dealing with small units.
(h) The orientation use of pictures in which the pupil gets the
'feel* of the region. .
.
|
(c) The definitive use of pictures, which function best in giving
concrete imagery for activities or items outside the direct
experience of the child.
(d) The interpretive use. Detailed interpretation most nearly
exhausts all the possihllltles of using pictures in teaching.
It Involves the analyzatlon of all the items of the natural
and cultural lEuidscape, the classification of the obvious
and suggested relationship, with their possible significance.
(e) The detailed checking use, which should come toward the close
j
of the study of a unit, involving the use of pictures in de-
tailed checking to determine the understanding of the student
(f) The detailed summary, recall or review
(1) Actual visual facts noted
(2) Imagery stimulated
(5) Interpretive activities
(g) The use of pictures in final testing in which pictorial means
are used to check the geographic understanding ^ich the stu- i*
dent has gained from the work with the material covered.
14 Horn, op. clt
., p. 584
15 Halverson, lynn, H., "Pictures In Teaching Geography," Journal of Geo-
graphy
,
V. 28, December, 1929 > P» 385
•
16 Halverson, op. clt., p. 5^5
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In the foregoing it has been pointed out that pictures should he
subordinated to the course of study, that their selection and introduc-
tion should be timely, that the pupils i^ould be prepared for viewing,
and that the activities that they stimulate should be guided. All these
demand teaching skill of the hipest order. The teacher himself should
undertake to meet these demands, with the realization that the mere ex-
hibition of pictures constitutes a minor part of the work which he must
undertake in order to reap their benefits.
*V
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IBE OF C3EAEBS AMD CHAETS
i
Graphs and charts are two of the more helpful tools which are at
the disposal of geography teachers. Hiey may be used to help pupils
gain understandings of basic relationships between man and natural en-
vironment. Biey symbolize rather than represent reality. They are con- i
cemed less with the appearance of things than with generalizations.
They make possible a logical presentation of statistical information in
’
a simple ; interesting, and clear manner; at the same time stressing im-
portant facts not readily discernible by students.
Time does not permit a detailed discussion of the many and varied
types of graphs and charts and the ways in which they may be used. In
all cases however, the same basic rule applies - "Use graphs and charts
only if and \dien th^ function in helping the student to reach a geo-
graphic understanding."^
The uses of graphs and charts are varied and often narrowly spec-
ialized. However the more frequent specific purposes to which they are
put are:
"(l) To show rank of two or more individuals on the same thing.
(2) To illustrate the relative worth of various amounts vdiich
constitute a given total.
(5) To portray a continuous change over a period of time.
1 Eisen, Edna E., "Maps and Graphs As Tools In Teaching Geography."
School Science and Mathematics
,
v. 52, March, 1952, p. 512.
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(If) To compare the caaponent parts of two or more total groups.
p
(5) To compare several things helonging to the same individual.'
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USE OF THE BIACKBQASD
The ever present blackhoard, althou^ strictly speaking not a vis-
ual aid in itself, can he used as such and the possihilities so involved
are innumerable. The alert teacher will encounter few recitation per-
iods vdierein some use cannot be found for it. In using the blackboard
the teacher should take pains to write quickly but plainly and clearly.
In case a diagram, map or illustration is the object itself, rather than
the process of making it, the teacher should studiously prepare hie work
completely before the period of actual presentation and recitation is
undergone. Occasionally use of colored chalk furnishes a pleasing con-
trast; more so such use can be made to emphasize the major points which
the teacher wishes to stress.^
The blackboard is basically a method by \diich graphic reproductions
can be undertaken. It has two outsteuidlng characteristics:
(1) The reproduction is not permanent - it can be erased so that
the same surface can be utilized many times over to present a
variety of concepts. Also partial erasures for the purpose
of correcting can be made easily and quickly.
(2) The process of reproduction is essentially a class room activ-
ity calling for mutual participation on the part of the teach-
er and the pupil. In fact because of lt*s architectual dispod -
tlon in the classroaa, it*s size and visual relation to the
class, the blackboard primarily constitutes an invaluable tool
for group use.
2
1 Wesley, op. cit., p. 349
2 Hoban, Hoban and Zlsman, op. cit., p. 251
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Used properly the blackboard is one of the most valuable of visual
aids. Soajie of the more inQ>ortant uses which it serves are:
(1) Illustrations involving diagrams, sketches, map drawing and
decorative work.
(2) Outlines, summaries, and directions
(3) Substitute for a bulletin board
(k) Group or class work
(5) Emphasizing (Particularly words, names or dates)
(6) Indications for proper spelling of words
(7) Illustration of the pronunciation of words
(8) Establishment or clarification of a relationship
(9) Development of a' systCTiatic review
(10) Demonstration of form and arrangement
(11) Construction of graphs and charts
(12) Demonstration of position, size, and shape
(13) Ikiiflcatlon and clarification of group thou^t
It has been pointed out that the blackboard is simply a means and
not an end. The principle aim in its use is to develop and simplify cor-
rect mental Impressions on the part of the pupil. It is essential there-
fore that in undertaking any manner of blackboard work the following
points i^ould be kept in mind. The work should be:
“(1) Related to information or instruction
(2) Definite, accurate, purposeful, and positive
(3) Clearly visable to every student
(if) Sketch work must necessarily be rapid; it should also be
accurate
(5) During the development of an idea, illustration, accentuation,
and/or emphasis should be used at the verj moment it will
clarify or clinch the mental picture. "3
3 The Object-Specimen-Model'^ p« 5^
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IBE OF THE BULLETIN BOARD
Like aoy other teaching device, the "bulletin hoard returns as much
in utility and general helpfulness as the time and effort put into it hy
the teacher. "As much care should he taken hy the teacher in planning
and setting up a bulletin hoard display as in preparing the actual work
of the recitation or class period."^
In locating the bulletin hoard in any classroom, some thou^t should
he given to various factors which will hei^ten its effectiveness. Ihe
ideal location is near, hut not too near, the classroom entrance. If
available, an alcove is an ideal place in which to place a bulletin
hoard. Judgment must also he used to locate it in a space well lifted.
Nearness to an artificial li^t is an Important factor in determining
I
the best location.
The teacher should never want for material with which to illustrate
his hoard. Every metropolitan newspaper (and many of the smaller newspa.
pers), thousands of metgazines, countless pieces of literature Issued hy
municipal, county, state, and national publicity bureaus, printed matter
distributed hy transportation lines, laboratories, and producers of all
types of material, post cards, and many miscellaneous printed folders,
pamphlets, and booklets are potential bulletin hoard material. The chief
problem is not procuring materials hut making a careful selection of the
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beat items for the particular clasa \dilch is to see and use the material
so posted.^
A bulletin board can be made an attractive thou^^t provoking essen-
tial part of classrocan activity - or it can be made a haphazard, anti-
quated, disappointing eyesore. The principles of display to be followed
such as stressing an Important fact, identifying with titles, labels,
notations, and eye guiding lines, and using appropriate color schemes,
or background, will give fuller meaning to the board as an Instructional
device,
.
In following these dictums of display, the teacher should attempt to:
”(l) Arrange for the simultaneous display of a host of varigated
materials,
(2) Arrange for a specific time in the class room activity in
vdilch to discuss the material posted.
(5) Avoid permitting the material used to be posted for any ab-
nonual length of time without change, for the purpose of keep-
ing Interest alive.
(4) Use material posted on bulletin board for pupil activity and
make this material a part of the assigned work, and basis
for discussion, or a source for test material,"^
The bulletin board is now widely used but is fully deserving and
capable of greater use. It affords a good index of a teacher’s alertness
and resourcefulness. Selecting the contents wisely, arranging them in
an interesting and attractive manner thus conveying an Impression of com-
2 Orth, Albert A,, "The Bulletin Board And Back Of It," The Historical
Outlook
,
V, 23, March, 1932, p, 119,
3 Wesley, op, clt, , p, 350
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petance, avoiding large void spaces and a yellowed appearance of displays
- all these are criteria hy which a teacher's Ingenidty and earnestness
may be determined.
Wesley, op. clt., p. 351
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SPECIFIC USES OF VISUAL MATERIAIS IN TEACHING
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY
Basic Concepts:
Many of the later failings that occur on the part of the student in
the study of geography can he traced to the fact that some of the basic
principles with ^ich the subject is concerned are not defined or explain-
ed by the teacher so that they are clearly understood. The laborious ef-
forts sometimes put forth in the school room to draw out expressions
from the pupils suggest that teachers have failed to lay a good founda-
tion throu^ clear impressions. A slate globe and a blackboard can be
used to good advantage in teaching some of the fundamental principles.
Place the following statements on the blackboard before the start
*
of the lesson:
a. The earth is a sphere flattened or depressed at the poles.
b. The axis is an imaginary line on which the earth rotates.
c. The poles are the extremities of the axis.
d. The equator is an imaginary line encircling the earth midway
between the poles.
e. A meridian is an ImaginaiT- line drawn from pole to pole perpen-
dicular to the equator.
f. A parallel is an Imaginary line encircling the earth, all points
of which are equidistant from the equator.
g. Latitude is distance north or south of the equator measured in
degrees along meridians by means of parallels.
h. The prims meridian is that meridian vdiich passes through Green-
wich, from which distance east or west is measured.
i. Longitude is distance east or west of the prime meridian mea-
sured in degrees along parallels by means of meridians.^
1 Costerisan, G.W., "Helps in Teaching Principles of Geography," Jour-
nal of Geography
,
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By means of the slate glohe point out the location of the poles and
how the earth appears flattened or depressed at these points
.
Indicate
the imaginary axis on which the earth rotates , With a piece of white
chalk draw in and label the equator, meridians and. parallels. With the
aid of these lines show the pupils how latitude and longitude is meas-
ured on the earth's surface.
Sometimes by pointing out the derivation of a tena and then accom-
panying it with a word of explanation concerning its use or meaning will
serve as a good way of making pupils "see" what you are trying to tell
them. The following might well be used to illustrate this fact:
a. Latitude from latus
,
the Latin for "wide," meaning the width
of the Mediterranean Sea.
b. Longitude from longue
,
the Latin for "long," meaning the
length of the Mediterranean Sea
.
c. Equator from aequator
,
the Latin for "one who equalizes," sig-
nifying that the equator divides the earth into two equal parts
.
d. Equinox from aequus
,
the Latin for "equal," and nox
,
the Latin
for "night," signifying the time of year when day and night
are everywhere of equal length.^
General View of the Earth, Sun and Moon
Beyond the teaching of basic principles, a general overall viewing
of the relative size, shape, and position of the earth, the moon, and the
sun will often serve to clarify their relation to each other in the mind
of the pupil. The teacher by use of a basketball, a small pea, and a
mustard seed can furnish the child with such a view.
The class should be taken out into the school yard for this exercise
2 Costerisan, op. cit., p. l6l.

Jor sometimes if the class is not too large it can he successful in the
classroom. Have one pupil hold the haskethall — (dilch represents the
sun, place another child at a distance of forty feet from the first and
give him the pea — which represents the earth. A third child — holding
the mustard seed which represents the moon — should be placed as near
as possible to the second pupil without touching him.
In order to portray the movements of the three bodies have the pu-
pils with the pea and the seed move in a forty foot circle about the pu-
pil withthe basketball. At the same time as the pupil with the seed is
moving around the forty foot circle have him also move fast enough to
encircle the pupil with the pea thirteen times.
By stopping the pupils at stated intervals and questioning them
concerning relative positions of each body, explanation can be had as to
\diat will cause both a solar and lunar eclipse.
By having the child with the mustard seed keep his face always toward
the earth child, it can be shown that the imoon rotates in exactly the same
time that it revolves.^
Phases of the Moon
Once the relative positions of the earth, moon, and sun have been
established, the various phases of the moon and the rotation and revo-
lution of the earth can now quite easily be Illustrated.
3 "The Object-Specimen-Model," p. 20
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Explain to the pupils that the moon gives no light of its ovn. Actu-
ally "moonlight” is reflected sun light. Place a pupil "beneath a hanging
globe. This child represents the earth and the suspended globe the moon.
Draw all the curtains in the room so that it is fairly dark. Place a
source of light behind the pupil and pull the globe away from the light
so that the pupil is between the light and the globe . Now the earth
child can see one half of the globe which represents the moon. This is
the full moon.
Next place the globe between the pupil representing the earth and the
source of light, so that now the child can see only the dark side of the
moon. This is the new moon. To illustrate the other phases of the moon,
revolve the globe slowly, counter clockwise around the pupil representing
the earth. At certain Intervals stop the motion of the globe and ask the
pupil what he sees
Circle of Illumination
The distribution of light and darkness over the surface of the earth
is often times a troublesome principle for the geography student to under-
stand
. This distribution with its resulting affect on the length of day
and night can be shown quite easily by the use of a globe and. a tightly
fitting paper cap representing the circle of illumination . The cap may
be shifted beyond the north and the south poles in turn, thus showing
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Igraphically the distribution of light at different seasons and the vary-
5ing length of day and night
.
Rotation of the Earth
To illustrate how the rotation of the earth gives us day and night,
darken the room and use an electric light bulb or a flash light for the
sun. Row locate on the globe the approximate position of the city or
town In which the school Is located. Place a brightly colored thumb tack
In the spot to Indicate Its location. With the source of light held
steady rotate the globe from west to east slowly so that the children may
see that a part of the globe has light while the rest of the globe remains
In darkness
Relation of Longitude to Time, Prime Meridian and International Date Line
An oral explanation alone of the relation of longitude to time and
the relative position of the Prime Meridian and the international Date
Line furnishes the student with a somewhat obscure conception of these
relationships. However the teacher by using a slate globe may present
these Ideas in a manner more easily understood by the students , On the
elate globe indicate to pupils the location of the north and south pole ,
On the globe draw a line from north to south and label it Prime Meridian,
Opposite this line draw another line to represent the Intemational Date
5 Dodge & Kirchwey, op, clt ., p, 5
6 Thralls & Reeder, op. clt., p, 44
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Place the glohe on the table with the axis vertical €ind the north
pole up.
Stick into the table, close to the globe, two long pins. Place a
white pin on the side of the globe upon which you assume the sun to be
shining, and a dark one on the opposite side. The white pin represents
twelve o’clock noon on the surface of the globe. The dark pin represents
midnight
,
You now have two fixed position in relation to sun-noon and midnight.
Have children observe that the half of the globe whose center line is at
the noon pin is always in sunlight while the other half whose center is
the midnight pin is in darkness
.
Place the globe between the pine so that the Prime Meridian line is
at the noon pin and the Date Line is at the midnight pin. Now the follow-
ing time conditions exist on any particular day.
Twelve o'clock noon at the Prime Meridian, twelve o'clock midnight
on the same day at the International Date Line . Point out to the students
that from the Prime Meridian in an eastward direction it is afternoon to
the Date Line, From the Prime Meridian in a westward direction it is be-
fore noon.
Now rotate the globe from west to east about an inch or two and have
the pupils tell what they observe. The noon pin and the midnight pin re-
main stationary because the sun has not moved in relation to the earth.
>r'
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As the Prime l^feridlan moves eastward by rotation, places on the earth's
surface move to and pass under the noon pin, thus the noon hour on the
surface moves west. Note that the sun's noon position does not actually
move, but the eastward rotation of the earth causes the westward movement
of noon time. Hence, we say noon is moving west, and places west have
earlier time, and places east have later time
The understanding that longitude is related to time because time is
determined by the earth's rotation can be furthered through a demonstra-
tion with a globe , Darken the room and allow a ray of light to pass
through a narrow vertical slit in a strip of cardboard so that a thin
vertical light nark appears on the globe
.
Rotate the globe slowly and
uniformly west to east so that the light mark passes successively over the
meridians of the globe , To explain the effect of longitude on time of day
on any particular spot show that any place on the earth's surface de-
scribes a full arc of ^60 degrees every 2k hours , To determine how far
it moves in one hour we simply divide 36O by 2k and discover that it moves
15 degrees .
The Greenwich meridian is taken as the starting point of our time
schedule. We know that it is twelve o'clock noon at any place when the
sun passes over the meridian of that place , It can be shown, then, that
difference in time between Greenwich noon and local noon corresponds to
the difference in degrees between the Greenwich meridian and the local
meridian, 1
7 Miller, op, cit,, p, II5
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Let us assume that the difference "between (Greenwich noon time and
local noon time is three hours. From this we know that the place in
I-
I,
question is three hours (expressed in sun time) east or west of the Green-'
wich meridian. This three hoiar difference in time can he converted to
i
degrees of difference in longitude by multiplying each hour by its equi-
valent of 15 degrees: three times fifteen equals forty-five degrees. The
j
longitude is forty-five degrees east if local noon occurs earlier than !
i





A blackboard may be used to good advantage also in showing pupils
the relation between time and longitude and the relative position of the
Prime Meridian and the International Date Line. Draw on the blackboard
|
;i
a number of meridians each an equal distance apart and indicate the long-
j
i
itude of each - noting that each one is 15 degrees different from the j
;|
next one. Cut out a set of pattern continents from a world map and paste I
these continents in proper position on the meridians.
j
i
Using blue chalk, color the Prime Meridian, which was found to pass
j
through Greenwich. Red chalk should be used to indicate the Intemation-
j
al Date Line. Clock dials, which are made by the pupils, should be post-
|
ed on the meridians with twelve noon on the Prime Meridian and twelve mid- '
night on the Date Line. Eleven A.M. was placed on 15 degrees west longi-
tude and One P.M. on 15 degrees east longitude, etc., for all of the hours'
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In attempting to Illustrate the relative positions of ’’High” and
’’Low” pressure areas and the movement of air frx>m an area of high pressui’e
to a low pressure area, the starting point should be as simple and as
concrete as possible
.
Place a series of alternate colored circles on the
board, each one containing an H or L to designate the prevailing air
pressure within the area
.
Thus we have set up a system of alternating
H and L pressure ai^as . The following principles should be explained be-
fore going on:
(a) Warn air expands and rises
(b) Cold air contracts and settles
(c) Air always moves from a place of high pressure to
one of low pressure
i
I
Now by means of arrows indicate the flow of air from the high pres-. 1
sure areas to the low pressure areas
.
Note that air in the high pressure
'
areas is cold and sinking while air in the low pressure areas is warm
i| and rising. Explain that the only exception to this rule is in the Polar
I
Calm belts where it is cold, but rotation causes the air to rise and the










'* 9 Smith, Lucy M. "Devices to Create Interest in Geography." Journal i
of Geography, v. 35, May, 1936, pp. 196-197
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areas is the explanation of how winds usually "blow in these areas . In
order to allow pupils to visualize better the shifting of the winds as the
pressure areas move across a certain section of the country take a square
piece of glass (the size will depend on the map on which it is to he used)
and place a laige capital letter L or H in the center of the glass. Some
small arrows, cut from gummed paper, should he fastened to the glass so
as to indicate the pattern of the winds in the particular area.
By moving this glass model across a map of the united States, for
example, the students can understand the shifting of the winds for any de-
signated area when the passage of a pressure area occurs
Location of Wind Belts
Many teachers find that students have difficulty in remembering the
location of wind halts and the direction in which the winds blow in these
belts. In order to aid pupils in overcoming the difficulty, place on a
elate globe that is large enough to bo seen clearly by all the students
a dotted line to represent the equator. At an equal distance from this
dotted line, draw two lines, one to the north and one to the south, para-
llel to the equator. These lines will represent the boundaries of the
belt of calms. In the northejti hemisphere up to the doldrums, draw a num-
ber of slanting lines parallel to each other. To recall the direction of
the slant (downward from right to left) follow the normal tendency of
11 Fenner, L. "A Cyclone Model.” School Science and Mathematics
V, 28, October, 1928, pp. 709-711
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drawing slanting lines. Eepeat the procedure in the southern hemisphere
hut reverse the direction of the slant, this time they are downward from
left to ri^t.
At about one-third the distance north of the doldrums run an eraser,
in a parallel line to the equator, across these slanting lines thus form-
ing a space about one third of that marking the doldrums. Draw two solid
lines parallel to the equator in both the northern and southern hemispheres
to show the boundaries of the ein:*ased space. These spaces indicate the
.
location of the horse latitudes \diicii separate two wind belts: the trades
near the doldrums and the westerlies nearer the poles. Each belt of calms
and winds can be labeled with its appropriate name and degree of latitude
on the globe.
Climate and the Vind Belts
Many pupils find difficulty in attributing climatic conditions in a
particular area to the shifting of wind belts. To illustrate the effect
of these shifting wind belts on climatic zones, make two diagrams of the
arrangement of the wind belts as they occur at the equinoxes. Make one
on heavy cardboard and the other on transparent paper. After an explana-
tion has been made as to the type of weather to be expected from the belts
involved by shifting the transparent diagram above the one on cardboard
throu£^ a distance of about 23^ degrees, it is ccmparatively easy to show,
12 Swarts, David J., "Teaching the Recall of Wind Belts auid Wind Direc-
tions" Journal of Geography
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To assist pupils in reasoning inductively and deductively the affects
of prevailing winds on climate, the use of a transparent wind diagram may
be helpful. With India ink and a wide instrument that can be used to ap-
ply the ink, mark on a cellophane strip border lines of the wind belts
and arrows indicating the directions in which the winds blow. Make the
strip of cellophane long enough so that it may be hung over a wall map
with enough of the strip hanging back of the map to keep it from falling
to the floor while being moved up and down to indicate seasonal migration
of the belts
Monsoon Winds
When dealing with areas that are affected by special types of winds,
teachers often times find difficulty in obtaining visual material to por-
tray conditions that exist in the area during these seasonal periods , The
monsoon winds of Asia are a good example of this type of situation, A
device that can create much Interest, and therefore one which makes the
teaching of monsoons a good deal easier consists of a simple arrangement
15 Costerlsan, op, cit
., p. l64
lU Staple, F, M. "A Wind Belt Transparency,” Journal of Geography
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of two maps by losans of which is furnished almost an optical illusion of
change with the seasons
.
Ifeve the pupils trace in their note books a map of Asia and Australia
bounded by the lines degrees N, 45 degrees S and 60 degrees E. This
forms a rectangle which is symmetrical about the equator. Now have the
pupils cut along the boundaries of the top half of the map and crease the
flap along the equator. When the flap has been creased flat back, the
map is traced again within the rectanfele
.
The second map is half on the
back of the flap and half on the page beneath the original map. The two
pages are next wired together, so that a flip with the finger moves the
flap only and reveals first one map, then the other.
From a diagram on the board, have the pupils copy the position of the
arrows representing the winds. They next mark the sun’s position for the
period Indicated (June on one map and December on the other) . A caption
should be made for each map to indicate for what month it is accurate
.
Now by merely a flip of the finger an illusion of change is furnished by
the device
.
Coast lines should be drawn in blue. Tropics in yellow, and the sun
and equator in red. Arrows may be drawn either in a single color, or with
15
a change of color as they cross the equator. ^
15 Birch, T. W. "Mapping the Monsoons." Journal of Geography , v. 4l,
January, 19^2, pp. 52-54
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Weather Forecasting
The general study of veather conditions in a given area can prove to
he a very dull assignment for both teacher and pupil unless it is handled i
i
correctly. Interest can be aroused and maintained while the unit is be-
ing studied and after it has been completed merely by getting the pupils
Interested in making weather predictions
.
The pupils should first obtain an elementary understanding of wea-
ther gained through the study of the behavior of air when heated, humid-
ity, clouds, pressure areas, generalized paths of storms etc. After this
preliminary work is finished, copies of the daily weather map published
by the government weather bureau should be procured and posted on the
bulletin board each day. Now using the maps allow the pupils to attempt
to forecast over a twelve hour period. Each day predictions should be
checked and percentage of correct predictions should be posted on a chart
Certain specific predictions should be required, for example, amount of
rainfall, maximum and minimum temperature, types of clouds, wind directioni
and wind speeds
16 Simmons, Anna E. 'T^eather Predictions,” Journa l of Geography
,
V. 55, May, 1956, p, 20?
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SPECIFIC USES OF VISUAL MATERIAL IN TEACHING
GENEEIAL FACTS IN GE0C31APHY
Comparison of Belative Size and Population ;
Geography teachers In attempting to compare the size and population
of two areas, all too often make use of a verbal description. No graphic
picture Is furnished the student. A method that can he used quite effect-
ively to give meaning In comparison of two areas Is the combination of a
graph and map. Comparing Australia with the United States In size, and
with New York City In population, serves as a good example of this method.
Secure a world map and from It trace the map of the United States and
Australia on separate contrasting colored paper. The use of a world map
In tracing Insures the scale of both maps being the same. After cutting
out both maps paste the map of the United States on a sheet of cardboard.
Paste two or three stiff cardboard rectangles, which have been folded
twice. In a vertical position to the bottom map. Affix the map of Aus-
tralia to the free end of the paper rectangles - thus holding the smaller
map out from the larger.
The difference In size between the United States and Australia Is
very clearly broiaght out In this way rather than by quoting of number of
square miles of area of each.
To compare the two In population, construct a bar graph showing the
population of New York on a piece of colored paper. On a second piece of
contrasting colored paper, using the same scale, make a graph Indicating
the population of Australia. Use the largest bar graph as the base.
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Paste one end of a stiff cardtoard rectangle, folded twice, to the hottom
graph and to the other end affix the second "bar graph showing the popula-
tion of Australia.^
Depicting Local Activities ;
Concrete imagery is fundamental to clear geographic thinking. If
from the heginning the child is given concrete images in the way of real
landscapes or of landscape photographs, for example, upon which to "base
his reasoning, he soon proves that he can do a high type of thinking of a
geographic nature. The "best means of knowing people is to live for a time
among them and watch them at their work and play. As we cannot take
classes to see actual regions we "bring landscapes and activities to them
through photographs.
During the course of lessons in which life in a region is discussed,
use of a large scale map of the area and a collection of suitable photo-
graphs can prove to "be of great value. Place a large map of the area on
the "bulletin "board or on the "black"board. As the pupils study certain ac-
tivities which are carried on "by the people of the area, place a picture
indicating the activity on the map in its proper position. If the pic-
ture itself is too large to "be placed on the map, a pin should be put in
the location with a piece of colored string leading from it to the border
of the map where the picture may be placed. 2
1 Muse, Gk*ace, "Comparison Ifep and Graph." Journal of Geography, v. 51,
March, 1951, p. 158-159.
2 Dexheimer, Lora M.
,
"Picture Study in Geography." Journal of Geography
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A more viyid picture of life ia a given area may "be had through the
use of a stage model. Draw on manila or white paper the entire scene as'
it will look when finished. If the scene shows a moimtain in Switzerland,
the initial drawing is divided into three distinct sets: foreground,
mountain, and sky. Each should have the same dimensions for the hase.
Each distinct set may he colored with crayon, water color or show-card
paint. Now mount each set on a piece of light-weight cardboard. If the
scene includes animals grazing, cut out the outline of the sinimals, leav-
ing them attached to the base representing pasture land on which they
were drawn. In the mountain scene, cut out the outline of the momtain,
letting it rest on its base.
A cardboard box may be used to serve as a frame. The front and top
of the box should be cut out. The sky drawing should be pasted directly
against the back of the box and the other scenes placed in front of the
sky at Intervals of approximately one and a quarter inches. The parts
may be secured to the bottom of the box by use of gummed paper, paste-
board braces or thin wire.
3
Topographical Maps
Physical features are an Important factor in the study of any area.
In order to obtain a clear idea of the topography of an area, teachers
have long resorted to flat surface maps to furnish pupils with accurate
representations of the terrain. A more graphic picture may be had by al-
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lowing the student to actually construct a relief map of the area being
studied. Below are listed four methods by which relief maps may be con-
structed:
(a) To get an accurate outline of the area — tip a sand table ver-
tically so that it can be used as a screen. Project a slide map of the
region that the class is studying onto it and allow the pupils to trace
the outline on the table base . By using the scale given on the map or a
larger scale if more suitable, an accurate relief model cam. be obtained
through the use of molding sand. While the sand is still plastic, rivers
and lake beds may be cut in and colored with blue water color paint.
^
(b) Trace the outline of the area on a piece of heavy cardboard
which is to be used as the base. With the aid of a case knife apply a
thin coat of a mixture of flour and salt that has been made into a paste.
Spread the mixture very thin and cover completely the area to be modeled.
Apply more of the compound to the areas where it is needed to Indicate
the presence of high lands or mountains. Thumb and fingers can be used
to good advantage here. Rivers can be scratched in with a sharp pointed
instrument and color may be added to the model by using blue water colors
to Indicate rivers and water adjacent to the area.^
4 Moore 8e Wilcox, op
. c it
. , p. 190
5 Sutherland, William J., The Teaching of Geography . Chicago, Scott,
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(c) On the inner surface of the cover of a cardboard box, draw an
outline map of the region under discussion. The rim of the box will act
as a guard and a frame for the map. Using portions of different colored
clay, you can show rivers, lakes, momatains, and cities. These small maps
can be especially valixable in the study of small regions. The ease and
quickness with which the maps can be constructed is a prime factor in the
use of the clay.
(d) In order to acquaint pupils with the use of an enlarging instru-
ment (pantograph) transfer the first layer or coast line for them. Have
this layer cut out by the students and given a good application of liquid
paste. Next place the piece on the baseboeird and put it under pressvire.
Each successive layer in turn should be traced on a new piece of corru-
gated board, cut out, pasted and put in place. After each layer is placed
correctly, keep it under pressure until the adhesive material is dry.
After the piece is dry each elevation should be bevelled along the edge
with the aid of a small knife. Papier mache is then applied to the
slopes. This work is done by hand, taking care to work inland and upward,
in order to force the filler into the perforated edges of the corrugated
material, \7hen completely dry, this material forms a very satisfactory
surface and one which is rigid and durable. Surrounding oceans, seas or
7
other water bodies can be covered with an ordinary blue paint.
6 Grluck, Harold. "Clay and Plaster of Paris Maps." Journal of Geography
V. 39; January, 19^0, pp. 55-56
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Location:
To most students location is one of the most tedious tasks in the
study of geography. To add interest to this dull but important phase of
the subject an unusual and economical device that can be of use is an el-
ectrical map. On a piece of wall board draw a map of the continent ujider
discussion or a world map may be used. At the center of the top insert a
porcelain socket and a five watt red light bulb. Have one wire lead from
the light fixture to the bulb and from the bulb to a pointer (A) which is
made by running the wire through a piece of bamboo. Allow the other end
of the wire to protrude. The protruding end of the wire has the insula-
tion pushed back so that a q_uarter of an inch of the bare wire is exposed.
Lead another wire from the light fixture to a second pointer (B)
.
At one side of the map arrange the nejnes of the major cities of the
region in alphabetical order. At the side of each name place a bolt
through to the other side and screw a nut on to the back. On the map, the
location of the cities are marked only by bolts with no other identifica-
tion. A wire leads from the city bolt back to the bolt at the side of the
map. This wire is not visible on the front.
Have one pupil select a city from the list at the side of the map by
placing his pointer on the bolt in front of that city. The pupil with the
second pointer now chooses a bolt on the map that he thinks represents the
location of the desired city. If he selects the right one, the red light
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way of adding interest to the task of drilling for location of major cit.
ies of a region.®
Climate and Orovlng Season ;
In the study of agriculture of a region, students often are unable
to grasp the relationship between climate and the length of growing sea-
son. A simple device for indicating this relationship is a graph, con-
structed by the students depicting the correlation between the two. On
the blackboard, place the following table of twenty-three cities. Leave
the column marked latitude blank. Have pupils, through use of source
books, obtain the latitude of the place and note it in the proper posi-
tion. Now have each pupil draw a perpendicular line (6” long and 2”
from the bottom of the paper) one inch from the left side of the paper.
This line should be labeled Months Growing Season . On this line mark
off twelve places for the months of the year and number from one to twelve.
Each pupil should now draw a horizontal line 6 3/4” long, 2” from
the bottom and at rl^t angles to the perpendicular line. This line
should be marked Latitude . Mark off, on this line, l8 places. Each
place will represent ten degrees of latitude. Let the ninth mark be la-
beled zero degrees, then each mark to the right of this will be a ten
degree interval of south latitude to ninty degrees and each mark to the
left will be a ten degree interval of north latitude.
8 Berst, Leada Newman, "An Electrical Map," Journal of Geography, v. 29,
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By using the number of months growing season and the latitude for
each city, you can now place a dot on the graph which will indicate its
position in the climate of the world. For example: If the latitude of
Valencia, Spain, is 39 l/2 degrees N, then find 59 l/2 degrees N on the
latitude scale. Draw a line perpendicular from this until it meets a
horizontal line drawn from the ninth mark on the Months Growing Season
scale. Ihe place at which these two lines meet will be indicated by a
dot and this dot will represent Valencia.
After all the twenty-three points are located, connect the dots
with a heavy red line, from the greatest number of degrees north lati-
tude to the greatest number of degrees south latitude. The position of
the equator cam be marked by a broken line.
PLACE MONTHS C^CWING SEASON LATITUDE
Guayaquil - Ecuador
Para - Brazil
Singapore - Straits Settlements











Dunedin - New Zealand
Seattle - Washington
Bucharest - Roumania
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PIACE^ MOKTBS GROWING SEASON LATITUDE
Dawson - Yukon, Canada less than 2
South Victoria Land - Antarctic less than 1
Agricultural Products ;
In discussing the agricultural products of an area, a clearer con-
ception of these products and where they are grown may he obtained through
reference to actual pictures of these products and a large scale map of
the area itself. Place the map on a bulletin board. Paste or pin pic-
tures of vegetables, grains, fruits, etc,, over the correct source of
these products
.
With the aid of string and pins connect the product at
its source with its market. To add more interest to the project, mount
pictures showing the culture of the crops around the border of the maps.
Pictures of various means of transporting these products from sources to
markets can also be posted around the board
Current Events :
Geography bears close relation to the news of the day, A geographi-
cal principle may be vividly illustrated in connection with some dramatic
news item from the morning paper. The newspaper is a veritable text
book on geography. Through the use of current events we may give reali-
ty and vital meaning to geography. Obtain a large colored map of the
•
9 Riggs, Margaret, "Making An Exercise in High School Geography Serve
Three Purposes School Science and Mathematics, v, 37> January,
1957, PP. 87-92.
10 SimuMDns, Anna E,, "A Winter Market Bulletin." Journal of Geography ,
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area and post it on a bulletin board hung in a well lifted and conspic-
uous place, A label Geographic Bulletin may be tacked above the map.
Have pupils bring in clippings that are concerned with events occurring
in the particular area under study. Mount the clippings around the
border of the map. To obtain additional attention run a string from
the clippings to locational pins on the map. By skillfully direct-
ing discussion it can be pointed out that events may be related to in-
dustries, crops, climatic factors, facts particular to peoples,
countries, etc. After a short while pupils will show a noticeable
growth in discrimination of values and appreciation of recent events of
the world,^^
Correction of Location Maps :
Many tedious hours are spent on the part of the teacher in correct-
ing maps used in location drills. This task would yield greater returns
were it to be undertaken by the pupils themselves, so that they might
discover and correct their own mistakes, A device which enables pupils
to do this is a so called key map painted on glass. Either on the out-
side or inside of the glass in a picture frame, paint an outline map of
the area. By means of key numbers show the location of rivers, cities,
mountains, waterways, canals, etc. Pass out blank maps of the area
similar in size to the one which you used to draw your outline map.
How have your pupils locate on their maps, by use of the key numbers, the
geographical data you wish them to know. By merely inserting his map
11 Simmons, Anno E,, "Modem Geography Via Newspaper Clippings,"
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under your key map in the frame he can check his results and find his
own mistakes.^
Map Projections :
In the study of geography pupils frequently encounter different types
of map projections on which size and shape of land masses are distorted.
Confusion sometimes arises in viewing such projections. They may be
dispelled by a resourceful teacher quickly and to the satisfaction of
the student by showing how such a projection is obtained.
Take a glass globe, a fish bowl, or a large round lamp globe. On
the outside surface of one of these, draw with india ink the outline of
a continent or two. Insert in the middle of the sphere an electric
light bulb on the end of an extension cord. Around the surface of the
globe wrap a piece of paper so that it forms a cylinder. Trace as ac-
curately as possible on the paper, the shadow of the continents that
have been outlined on the globe. After this has been completed, unroll
the paper and the pupil can note that the distorted appearance of the
original outline actually has resulted in a rough Mercator projection.
12 Grluck, Harold, "Glass Outline Maps,"
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The crlticiam of geograpliy by laymen and educators alike has been i
that it vas too much concerned with the teaching of geographical facts
alone* Geography so taught must become a confused mass of strange names
and an accumulation of assorted data all of which has little value or
use* It was felt that too much of the work in the subject was based ex-
clusively on the textbook, with most instructors making little or no ef-
fort to vitalize the teaching by the introduction of supplementary aids*
Geography, like any other subject, to be tau^t effectively must be
vitalized and made meaningful to the pupil if it is to be of any value*
In recent years the interest in the use of visual material as a means
of increasing interest and meaning in the study has grown to a consider-
able extent* The purpose of visual instruction is to aid in making
thinking procedures more effective*
Learning requires a certain amount of imagery* It has been found
that the more vivid the Imagery, the more effective learning will be*
With the ever increasing world of facts, the use of more vivid imagery
is necessary* There is a wealth of material at the coranand of most geo-
graphy teachers which may be used to add color, life, and interest to
their teaching, and which vdien used properly will serve to make the sub-
ject both real and concrete*
>anoi.Xvtaio.
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Visual appals, "by presentiiig still pictures, maps, globes, graph
charts, and models furnish the pupil with impressions for which language
is simply a symbol. Whether we consider language in connection with
literature, history, geography, or science, the foundation consists of
sense impressions. Without numerous first-hand impressions words are
practically meaningless.
Visual instruction provides the concrete element for fundamental
notions in educational work. An essential part of good school work is
that of training the powers of observation and developing the ability
of interpreting correctly. To lead children literally to see things and
to trace the relationship between cause euid effects are two of the great
basic ideas we should not forget. These thou^^ts are emphasized in vis-
ual instruction as in no other way. Further, the devices will aid in
making the abstract concrete and arouse interest in some phases of the
subject that might otherwise be dull and unmeaningful.
/
Lessons with visual material c^ produce more destructive results
in education than lessons without visual material unless teachers have
been careful enough to distinguish between good and bad material. At-
tractive pictures, maps, and other sensory aids, giving one-sided or dis-
torted concepts of regions, peoples, things, or conditions, may be more
malicious than oral word descriptions by pupil or teachers. Their very
attractiveness may be a menace and result in the learning of errors. It
is not a matter of having a map or a picture but of using effectively
the aid that will produce in the pupil’s life the desired results.
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Throu^ the use of visual material, thou^ts and Impressions of
the students are furnished meaning and reality "by real or vicarious
experiences. Throu^ visual aids the pupils are motivated and show a
keener interest in their work. Geography is a real and vital subject
when tau€^t with the help of visual material. Visual devices of many
kinds may serve to make the abstract concrete and thus aid in clearing
away lack of understanding.
It has been emphasized earlier that visual instruction cannot take
the place of the teacher in the study of geography. It is not suffi-
cient in Itself, rather, in order to attain maximum results, use of the
visual aids must be supplemented by teacher preparation and proper pre-
sentation of the material to the students. The mere viewing of a pic-
ture, the drawing of a map, or the building of a model, does not con-
stitute a learning process. The viewing, drawing or building in itself
is not enou^. The teacher must skillfully direct these actions so that
the resulting product will be such as to make worth\diile the added ef-
fort expanded by the teacher. Both teacher and pupil participation is
necessary if the greatest amount of learning is to be derived from the .
use of the visual material.
The teacher alone is the one who can determine when and how the
material can best be utilized by the class. The value of visual aids
in any classroom is greatly affected by the teacher's knowledge of how
they must be used. No one can foresee the exact situation in which aids
can be of help. However, the teacher should have some knowledge as to
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what visual aids are available in a particular case so that when the op-
portunity presents itself he will he able to capitalize on it. Jfore, he
should be familiar not only with the aid, but also how to use it to good
advantage
,
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
As was pointed out no attempt was made to evaluate, criticize, or
note usee of motion pictures or etereopticane , It is suggested that a
study dealing with the use of films and stereopticans as compared with
the use of other visual aids in the teaching of geography be made. It
is further suggested that an attempt be made to judge the actual amount
of visual material that can be used successfully and to note what parti-
cular phases of the subject lend themselves most readily to visual in-
struction
.
Although it is realized that the material presented does not repre-
sent more than general directions and aids, it is hoped that enough has
been provided to furnish the teacher of geograjdiy with a starting point
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Outline of course of study in Geography for the seventh grade. Foi*-
mulated by the IMiversity of the State of New York in 1950.
I. Mathematical geography in relation to everyday experience.
a. General view of the earth, the solar system and the universe
b. Shape of the earth
c. Size of the earth
d. Movements of the earth
1) Rotation
2) Revolution
e. Change of seasons
f. Latitude
g. Location of the mathematical or ll^t zone
h. Longitude
I. Relation of longitude to time
J . Standard time
k. International date line
l. Tides
II. Climates of the world in their relation to man.
a. Elements of weather
1) Temperature





b. Weather maps and weather forecasting
c. Ihe weather bureau
d. Distinction between weather and climate








f . Fundamental wind system of the earth
g. Climates of the wind belts
1) Belt of equatorial calm (doldrums)
2) Trade wind belt
(a) Trade wind deserts
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(b) Rainy windvard and dry leeward coasts
(c) Trade wind equatorial rain forests
(d) Trade wind grasslands
(e) Monsoons
3) Belts of tropical calms (horse latitudes)
4) Prevailing westerlies
5) Polar region
III. Hunting and fishing: Regions and Geographic aspects.
a . Primitive
b. Present day hunting
c. Chief fishing grounds of the oceans
d. Shore and river fisheries
e. Fishing in Inland bodies of water




J. Fish for oil and fertilizers
k. Fishing by climatic belts
l. Fish in world canmerce
m. Influences of fishing upon the characteristics of the people
engaged in the occupation
rv. Grazing regions: Their explanation and worth to man.
a. Types of natural grasslands devoted chiefly to grazing
b. Ownership of grazing land
c. Relation of grazing to density of population
d. Gradual shrinking of areas devoted to pure grazing
e. Life of herder
f . Wild animals of grasslands
g. Tame or domesticated animals that graze in large numbers
h. What grazing contributes to man's welfare
V. Forests: Distribution, utilization and conservation.
a. Many uses of wood
b. Primary conditions favorable to forest growth
c. Kinds of wood and their use
d . Lumbering
e. Location of the chief natural forests
1) Mixed northeastern forest in the Lhited States and Canada
2) Central forest
3) Southern forest




7) Northeastern forest belts of Canada
8) Forests of Mexico, Central America and South America
9) Forests of the eastern hemisphere
f • Diminishing forest areas
g. Results of forest destruction
h. National forests of the Chited States
1. Need for economy in forest resources
J • Reforestation
k. Commerce of the Chited States in forest products
VI. Mining districts: Distribution, relation to industries, living
conditions.
a. General aspects





5) Mining a "robber” lnd.ustry
6) Reserves for the future
b. In5>ortajit aspects of particular minerals
1) Iron
2) Minerals for fuel
(a) Coal
(1) In the Iftiited States
(2) In foreign countries
(t) Petroleum




Other minerals - metals




VII. Agricultural regions: Products of fam and plantations.




k) Length of growing season
5 ) Sunshine
6) Time of planting and harvesting





(a) A cultivated grass
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(b) Conditions favorable to \dieat raising
(c) "Wheat regions of the world
(d) Wheat regions of the l&ilted States
(e) Transportation
(f ) Prepared food and bakeries vs home cooking
Com
(a) An American plant
(b) Conditions favoring growth
(c) Growing season




(b) Dry land rice
(c) Exporting countries










Vegetables and truck fanning
Fruits
1) Fruits of the temperate belt
2) Subtropical fruits
3) Tropical fruits





> Reclamation of land: Irrigation and drainage,















c. Drainage of land
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1) IMderdralnlng of level lands
2) Draining of Swamps and Marshes
5) Iftider sea land
IX. Manufacturing: Factors, grovth, industrial regions.
a . Primary factors
b. Brief history of the development of manufacturing
c. Classes of manufactured goods
1) Textile products
2) IroA and Steel products
3) Food products and their preparation for use
4 ) Wood products
5) Leather products
6) Clay products
7 ) Rubber products
d. Manufacturing regions of the Uhlted States
1) Northeastern IMlted States
2) Great lakes - C^lo river district
3) Centers in other parts of the l&ilted States
e. Manufacturing outside of the Uhlted States
1) Industrial part of Europe
2) Japan
3) Canada
f . How and to what extent factories are beneficial to man
X. Power: Sources, development and distribution.
a. Sources of power
1) Man’s muscular energy
2) Domesticated animals
3) Wind
4 ) Energy of falling water
5) Fuel and the heat energy derived from burning it
(a) Wood
(b) Coal
(c) Petroleum products and natural gas





XI. Trade: Transportation and communication; changing methods.
a. History of trade
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5)
Bailroads
4) Ships and other vessels
(a) Size
(h) Ocean traffic
(c) Traffic on the Great Lakes
(d) River traffic
(e) Canals
(f) Requirements of good harhors
(g) Improvement of harbors
(h) River ports
(i) Chief ocean routes
(j) Foreign trade of the Tiiited States
5) ^fc>tor vehicles
6) Airplanes
7) Comparison of the different means of transportation
8) Barrier or hinderance to transportation









6) The wireless telegraph
7) The wireless telephone, or radio
8) Television
9) Summary of changes
XII. Distribution of population; Factors upon which it depends.
XIII. Nations and dependencies: Material relationships.
a. Why some nations are strong and others weak
b. Nations that have important dependencies
c. Ways in >diich these nations have expanded
d. Why a nation desires dependencies
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Visual materials as tools in
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